Runway.
Runway project space.

Flexible benching that is ideal for project teams, touchdown points, and other areas where team structures are likely to change over time.

Runway is an architecturally detailed, non-modular desking system that provides a linear benching workspace.

End leg-frames are manufactured in full width, but intermediate leg-frames are set back, out of the leg-space area, effectively creating a continuous bench.

Layout and distribution of the individual desk space along the bench can be altered as required.

All accessories fit into the accessory track without the need for tools or technicians, so changes to the configuration can be made quickly and easily as needed by each user.

The Runway system is designed and manufactured in Australasia using locally sourced and imported components, enabling fast and reliable lead times, flexibility with design and assured quality and environmental standards.
**Layout flexibility**

Runway is complemented with System 18 or 25 Slide screens, which are designed to provide a user-adjustable level of privacy that can be modified instantly depending on the task at hand.

Screens are supplied in a partial width, run in an accessory rail along the central spine of the tabletop and can be pivoted 90°. Within the project space, screens can be positioned to provide complete privacy from adjacent staff or can be slid lengthways into the accessory track to promote collaboration and teamwork.

Additionally, paper trays, powerpoints and planter boxes are available that fit into the accessory rail and can be added, moved and adjusted easily to suit the needs of the team.

---

**Striking details**

The profile of the triangular leg section is highlighted with polished aluminium details at the mitred corner joints, which contrasts with the powdercoat finish and draws attention to the precision engineering of the system.

---

Runway has a range of plug-and-play powerpoint accessories that can be placed under the desktop along the cable tray or on top of the bench in the accessory rail.
Configurations

Single desk

600 / 700 / 800
740
1600 / 1800 / 2000

Single desk back-to-back cluster

740

Double-desk cluster

600 / 700 / 800
1600 / 1800 / 2000
3200 / 3600 / 4000

4-desk back-to-back cluster

1600 / 1800 / 2000
1600 / 1800 / 2000
3200 / 3600 / 4000

Meeting end options

Leg options

Runway legs can be angled at 90° or 100°.
Total flexibility and functionality.
**Finishes**

**Sub-frame finishes**
Powdercoat finishes are offered in two colours.

- Mannex Black
- Mannex Appliance White

**Desktop finishes**
Choose from our wide array of standard laminate finishes. Custom finishes are available on request.

- Polar White
- White
- Fux
- Battalion
- Charcoal
- Milkwood
- Seasoned Oak
- Dansk Maple
- Raw Birchply
- Elegant Oak
- Classic Oak
- Natural Walnut

---

**Configurations**

**Runway studio**

**Runway studio with storage**
We believe that high-performing spaces enable high-performing people.

We place a person’s comfort and ease-of-use at the heart of every product and system we create. Aspect Furniture designers and workplace specialists help you create a complete office furniture solution that will inspire and support people in their work every day.

Back in 1982, from a small factory in Auckland, Aspect founder and CEO Richard Simmons made his very first furniture prototypes. Driven by a passion for craft and beautiful engineering, he steadily grew the business and is joined today by his three sons and an expert team of designers, engineers and workplace specialists across New Zealand and Australia. Today, Aspect makes collections at the leading edge of international product design, technology and workplace best practice.

Our focus on crafted, fully resolved commercial furniture means Aspect collections are trusted by some of the largest public and private organisations around Australasia. With nearly 40 years’ experience designing and manufacturing collections for the modern workplace, our office furniture has a reputation for being robust, ergonomic and comfortable throughout the working day.

We make over 70 per cent of our product range in New Zealand and Australia for true control over design, quality, customisation and lead times. You receive products quickly and reliably from a quality-assured environment. In addition to speed and flexibility, local manufacturing also creates a smaller environmental footprint.

Our team of product designers and workplace specialists help you define and select a furniture solution to meet your workplace aspirations and project budget using durable and environmentally sound products.

Direct access to our furniture designers means greater flexibility and control over your solution, as we work from our collections, adapt existing products or design new components.

Aspect Furniture operates ethical and sustainable business practices. We have certification from Good Environmental Choice Australia (GECA) and Environmental Choice New Zealand (ECNZ), and our products are aligned to the Green Star rating tool. Independent certifiers regularly audit our premises under the ISO:9001 and ISO:14001 quality and environmental management systems. Similarly, the health and safety of our employees is vital to our success, and we are certified to the globally recognised AS/NZS 4801 occupational health and safety standard.
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infoau@aspectfurniture.com
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